Key Points

→ China continues to grow in strategic importance as a trade and innovation partner: it features untapped growth potential from internal integration and is underwriting East Asian regional integration through initiatives such as the One Belt, One Road trade corridor, the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank and the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership Agreement.

→ From the cocoon of an aging developing economy, a new China is emerging — young, urban, university-trained and tech savvy.

→ Driven by its singular focus on technological advance, and fuelled by heavy research and development (R&D) spending and a rapidly growing R&D workforce, China is becoming an innovation hub.

→ China wants a free trade agreement (FTA) with Canada; as globalization faces headwinds in Canada’s traditional markets, Canada should seize the offer.

Introduction

With both the Canada-European Union Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement (CETA) and the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) signed — although neither is fully sealed nor delivered¹ — Canada has ticked off its top-two trade negotiating objectives. The next big one is China. China has signalled its interest and the case for Canada is compelling:

→ China is the world’s third-largest economy after the United States and the European Union and the world’s largest trading hub;

→ China is home to more than 100 Fortune 500 companies that are expanding their footprint overseas as foreign investors;

→ China’s development trajectory is increasing the emphasis it will give to domestic priorities — and thus increasing the importance of strengthened treaty-backed market access;

→ China is rapidly developing as an innovation centre; and

¹ Withdrawal from the TPP was on US President Donald Trump’s list of “first hundred days” actions and on January 23 he signed an executive order withdrawing the United States from the TPP. Questions about the net benefit of the TPP to Canada remain open.
China is acquiring the qualifications of a true economic power and must be engaged as such, with the full range of diplomatic tools, including economic diplomacy.

These factors combine to make engaging China a strategic imperative for Canada. The next logical step in Canada’s economic diplomacy with China is an FTA.

China’s Growth Trajectory

Since 2007, while the world economy has sputtered, China’s economy has tripled in size. This reflects in roughly equal measure China’s real growth, which saw the economy double in real terms, and the convergence of its internal economy to global pricing, as evidenced by the convergence of its market exchange rate with its purchasing power parity exchange rate.

China’s economy has slowed in recent years, which has brought out the bears: “sell China” was the story of 2016. Each slowdown in China has been interpreted as secular until it turned out to be cyclical — and China has always been much more cyclical than its official statistics indicate. Structurally, the factors that are driving its growth trajectory remain in place. Cities are the engines of economic growth and China’s rapid urbanization continues apace. Its internal connectedness is growing through its massive infrastructure program, which has been called “the single-biggest buildup of infrastructure in the history of mankind” (Woetzel 2013); connectedness drives competition. And China continues to be only 54 percent of the way to operating fully at world prices.
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3 Between 2007 and 2016, the ratio of China’s GDP measured at purchasing power parity to China’s GDP measured by market exchange rate fell from 2.52 to 1.87 (ibid.).

4 In 2016, the IMF estimates that China’s GDP measured in US dollars at current market prices is 54 percent of the level of its GDP measured in US dollars at purchasing power parity (ibid.). Full convergence would equalize these measures in equilibrium.
China’s Economic Miracle at the Firm Level

Firms are the software of a market economy. The “economic miracles” in East Asia are best captured by the number of world-class firms that have emerged in the region. Japan still stands out for the number of its firms in the top tier of the Fortune 500. But China is making its mark, taking over the bottom tier and setting the stage for these firms’ move up the ranks.

China already has its fair share of Fortune 500 firms on a population-weighted basis (the country accounts for just under 20 percent of the global population). However, it is above average on a GDP basis (China accounts for about 12 percent of global GDP), which is spectacular for a country that is still not an advanced country. This statistic is all the more impressive in light of the fact that, in 2016, China also had seven of its firms listed in the world’s top 100 most innovative firms, as identified by Forbes (2016). In 2015, Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd. moved into the top 50 US patent recipients (number 50 with 799 US patents granted).

These metrics are important because of firms’ role in international trade and investment, as well as in the broader scheme of economic development. Modern trade theory recognizes that it is firms — not countries — that trade and invest. Firms also innovate and aggregate technologies into commercially relevant bundles. They are the repositories of stocks of intellectual property (IP), tacit production “know how,” as well as knowledge of supplier and customer relations. They expose their workers to this in-house knowledge and develop their skills, which they take with them when they move on to new jobs.

China’s Inward Developmental Trajectory

China has long been encouraged to shift its growth focus from exports to domestic demand. Indeed, it has formally refocused, as exemplified in its official economic plans. Moreover, this rebalancing is evident in the numbers: China’s two-way trade as a share of its GDP has declined steeply since the mid-2000s, even as the trade figures continued to grow.\(^5\)

China’s main challenges are now domestic, including, above all, improving its environmental performance and quality of growth. Industrialization and urbanization are engines for generating externalities — both positive (for example, knowledge spillovers) and negative (for example, pollution) — and these must be addressed through regulation. Rising per capita incomes also drive demand for regulation, as those who can afford it demand quality. As China’s focus turns inward, the risk of trade disruption grows, not from tariffs but from regulations.

The narrative of China’s rise to date has been one of its trading partners using trade remedies to slow the flood of imports from China and China using trade remedies in retaliation to discipline such practices. This narrative will start to change as China transforms, becomes a higher-cost producer and increasingly targets domestic objectives. For example, China tightened standards for import of canola seed — ostensibly to control for a plant pest, but raising questions about its real motive (Hui 2016). Canada would be well advised to be ahead of the curve on this by obtaining strengthened, treaty-backed market access.

\(^5\) Although Thomson Reuters did not list any Chinese firms on its list of Top 100 innovators, Chinese firms are liberally sprinkled throughout the 2016 State of Innovation report. See Thomson Reuters (2016).

\(^6\) See, for example, Setser (2016) for a commentary and interpretation.
China’s Innovation Trajectory

China’s innovation dynamic is intense. It is already at the technological frontier in some areas and rapidly converging to that frontier in many others: China has made major breakthroughs with its gigantic 500 metre aperture spherical telescope, the launch of the world’s first hacker-proof quantum satellite and the world’s fastest computer, the supercomputer Sunway Tianhe-1A. China is also closing the technological gap rapidly in areas such as artificial intelligence, genetic engineering, 5-G broadband technology and the “Internet of Things” (Wong 2016).

Perhaps nothing exemplifies China’s technological trajectory better than its aerospace program: it has two space stations of its own, has sent an unmanned space ship to orbit the moon, plans a lunar landing to obtain samples in 2017 (the Chang'e 5) and has launched a regional jet (Comac’s ARJ21) that is now entering commercial service. That there is likely very little, if any, original Chinese content in the design of the advanced systems used in these ventures is not the point. The fact that the ARJ21 is 10 years late and will likely prove to be a commercial failure is not the point. The point is that China has gotten onto the learning curve in these most complex of undertakings; its progress up the learning curve will be steep. For example, a recent report from J.D. Power and Associates on quality performance in China’s automotive sector found that China, which trailed the United States badly in 2005, had converged to US levels of quality performance a decade later (Trudell and Hagiwara 2015).

China’s acquisition of technological capability is multi-faceted and is strongly supported by its official development policy.

First, China acquires foreign technology through inward foreign direct investment with stipulations attached regarding technology transfer. For example, its improvement in global high-speed rail competitiveness was due to “re-innovation” of advanced countries’ technology. Re-innovation may be construed as illegitimate infringement, although it may also be characterized as legitimate “tweaking.” Tweaking other companies’ products is routine corporate practice: Apple “tweaked” FaceTime after losing a patent infringement lawsuit against VirnetX, a patent holding company. A US online gaming company, Curse Inc., has developed a voice chat system modelled on a Chinese online gaming system, reversing the historical dynamic in which Chinese firms develop derivative versions of US products.

Second, China’s Fortune 500 companies invest abroad at scale, with technology acquisition a key objective. High-profile acquisitions include Lenovo’s acquisition of IBM’s personal computer manufacturing business and China National Offshore Oil Corporation’s acquisition of the firm’s capabilities through its absorption of Nexen. Huawei, meanwhile, has created a network of over 20 R&D centres worldwide to tap into foreign knowledge networks. Demonstrating another mode for leapfrog advances in technology, a Shandong-based coking firm bought a failing German company, Kaiserstuhl III, in 2003 and relocated it to China (Poganatz 2007). Buying and rebuilding the German coking plant allowed the Chinese coking industry to quantum leap its technological development in coking production by decades.

Finally, China also builds its own technology domestically, through “introduction, digestion, absorption, and re-innovation” (see, for example, Kwan 2015). This has been enabled by massive investments in education and R&D.

By 2020, China will have almost 200 million graduates from its 2,900 community colleges and universities, which currently feature an enrolment of 37 million, some 40 percent in science and technology. China’s active R&D workforce is now in the four million range (Wong 2016). While the quality of China’s university graduates is not considered to be on a par with that of the United States, it can be observed that today’s undergraduate degree is worth about as much as the high school diplomas of past generations — and the rise of the United States to the top of the global economy was not based on the number of its Ph.D.s, but on its broad foundation of literacy and numeracy developed by universal secondary education. China has reached a critical mass on that score. Furthermore, it is generating not only a high number of graduates, but also quality human capital: Shanghai rose to first place in the 2012 Program for International Student Assessment (or PISA) in mathematics, reading and science.

On R&D, China’s spending now amounts to 2.1 percent of GDP, or about US$220 billion, which is second only to that of the United States in dollar terms. China’s IP stock is rising exponentially:
according to the World Intellectual Property Organization, in the most recent year of data, China accounted for 34 percent of global patent filings (United States: 22 percent), 50 percent of new industrial designs (United States: nine percent) and 76 percent of new trademarks (United States: 15 percent). This dynamic has been enabled by the launch of a major patent examiner recruitment and training program.

Ian Harvey, the former chair of London’s Intellectual Property Institute, describes China’s innovation dynamic as “seismic”: IP laws and the quality of the rights are on a par with global standards, courts make sophisticated rulings and, while there is a significant level of infringement, IP enforcement is also strong: Chinese companies can and do sue other Chinese companies (Harvey 2015). China is, thus, developing strong internal IP competition.

The Metrics of Economic Power: Measuring China’s Progress

When China moved ahead of the United States as the world’s largest economy in 2014,7 the perennial discussion of China as an “economic power” was reinvigorated. Some commentators made a big deal out of it (Vanity Fair trumpeted “The Chinese Century”); others rushed to argue that this change in rankings meant very little, if anything at all.

The term “economic power” is often tossed around, but generally in a very loose fashion. How do we determine if a country is an economic power and how do we measure the extent of this power? Dan Ciuriak (2004) suggested four criteria to measure economic power, which is taken, in the paper, to mean the ability to use economic tools to exert influence across a variety of domains, including especially in the political domain:

→ Market size: possession of a large domestic market that is capable of absorbing large amounts of imported goods provides a country with considerable leverage in world affairs, as other nations become dependent on exports to it. This pre-supposes that the country is willing to open its market — and to deny access selectively to exercise that leverage.

→ Export power: control over strategic exports, such as oil or high technology goods (including sophisticated military equipment), also provides a nation with a wellspring of influence in non-economic domains.

→ Financial centre: a hallmark of an economic hegemon is the supply of an international currency.

→ International “club-maker”: another hallmark of economic power is the ability to sponsor the formation of international institutions.

In 2004, China was not an economic power on the basis of these metrics. Its domestic market was still relatively small: its imports were largely tied into export processing activities rather than endogenous demand structures; its exports did not have strategic value, as it was effectively selling cheap labour; its currency, the renminbi (RMB), was soft and the Chinese domestic bond market was embryonic; and China was still joining clubs (for example, it had just joined the World Trade Organization [WTO] under terms that were unusually onerous), not sponsoring them.

A decade later, things have significantly changed.

→ China’s domestic market is now, in many sectors, of major importance to global companies. For example, China is the world’s biggest automobile market and is projected to be the world’s largest civil aviation market over the coming decades. Showing the potential of its import power, China recently obtained New Zealand’s agreement to declare China’s economy as operating under market conditions for WTO purposes as part of its FTA with New Zealand.

→ China’s rapid progress up the technology learning curve is the precursor to being able to wield influence by restricting exports (although this strategy flopped when applied to rare earth metals). As documented above, China is now starting to make technological breakthroughs.

→ China possesses the world’s third-largest bond market, the RMB is well on its way to full convertibility and its use as an international
transactions currency is being promoted through the establishment of RMB hubs. These steps are necessary precursors to China becoming an economic power.

→ Finally, Beijing has started to sponsor clubs, including the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank and the One Belt, One Road initiative for trade facilitation, and is a key player in the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership negotiations, which are formally led by the Association of Southeast Asian Nations.

China is not yet a full-fledged economic power, going by these metrics, but it now has some of the accoutrements and has started to exercise that power, at least on a regional basis, and in Africa on an out-of-region basis. It would be premature to speak of China as a global economic power — but it has gotten to square one, where a decade ago it was not on the board.

Conclusion

China has been increasing its economic clout for some time. With the TPP and CETA signed, Canada is setting its sights on China as the next big trade partner with whom to negotiate a trade agreement.

Standard analysis of the gains from a trade agreement with China suggest they would be sizeable for both parties (Dawson and Ciuriak 2016); indeed, for Canada, they would be greater than what Canada would get from the TPP. China currently accounts for only about four percent of Canada’s exports and Canada only absorbs about 1.3 percent of China’s exports; a trade agreement between the two countries would likely increase those numbers. More importantly, an agreement would help Canadian firms forge stronger links with China’s partners.

To date, the obstacles to a Canada-China FTA have been mainly on this side of the Pacific as Canada has moved cautiously in a politically sensitive area. But, at a time when globalization is being shaken and walls are being built, Canada needs to pursue a strategic vision of breaking down walls. An FTA with China would be a good start.
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